
FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

www.picturesinthepark.net

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE 
CINEMA UPSTAIRS THREE TIMES A WEEK; 
JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

APRIL 2018 LISTINGS

The Room
Fri 13th April

The Disaster Artist
 Sat 14th April



A journalist writing about France’s deportation of 10,000 Jewish 
children to camps during the war discovers that her father-in-law’s 
childhood apartment once belonged to one of the children targeted

SARAH’S KEY
5th April
War Drama  ·  111 mins  ·  France  ·  2010

THURSDAYS 8pm
The finest independent & world cinema

FRIDAY 13TH 8pm

When the orphanage and school he runs in India faces closure, an 
altruistic Dane returns to Copenhagen to solicit funds from a wealthy 
potential benefactor, but he soon discovers an ulterior motive at play

AFTER THE WEDDING
19th April

Drama  ·  120 mins  ·  Denmark  ·  2017

A chance to see the cult phenomenon that inspired The Disaster Artist! 
This legendary trainwreck boasts incoherent plotting, bizarre dialogue, 
baffling scenes and a wealth of amateurish, over-the-top performances

THE ROOM
13th April

‘Drama’ ·  99 mins  ·  USA  ·  2003

A flat in Tel Aviv shared by two Palestinian women, a secular Muslim 
criminal lawyer and a lesbian DJ from a Christian family, receives a new 
roomate in the form of a religious Muslim computer science student

IN BETWEEN
26th April

Drama ·  103 mins  ·  Israel  ·  2016

In a budget motel outside of Walt Disney, Florida, lives Halley and 
her rambunctious six-year-old daughter Moonee, whose carefree 
adventures are tolerated by the outwardly gruff manager Bobby

THE FLORIDA PROJECT
12th April
Drama  ·  111 mins  ·  USA ·  2017
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This dramatic and unpredictable middle chapter of the new Star Wars 
saga sees Rey seeking training from an embittered Luke Skywalker, 
while her few remaining Rebel compatriots are relentlessly pursued 
across the galaxy by the First Order and their mysterious Supreme Leader

STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
21st April

Sci-Fi Action Adventure  ·  153 mins  ·  USA  ·  2017

Based on the acclaimed children’s novel, this is the heartwarming 
tale of August Pullman, home-schooled until the age of 10 due 
to a rare facial deformity, and the prejudices he faces when he 
enters a mainstream school looking for friendship and acceptance

WONDER
7th April

Family Drama  ·  113 mins  ·  USA  ·  2017

This award-winning comedy is a unique look at the American Dream 
through a bizarre eccentric named Tommy Wiseau who, after failing 
to make it in Hollywood, decides to take his vision and make his own 
movie – The Room, now regarded as maybe the best bad movie ever

Plus, catch The Room itself in our special Friday 13th screening!

THE DISASTER ARTIST
14th April

Biographical Comedy  ·  104 mins  ·  USA  ·  2017

In the very idyllic, very white 1950s neighbourhood of the title, the arrival 
of the first African-American family causes quite a stir in the community. 
Meanwhile, the patriarch of one local family finds himself under a cloud of 
suspicion when an apparent home invasion results in the death of his wife

SUBURBICON
28th April

Satirical Crime Drama  ·  105 mins  ·  USA  ·  2017

A gentle, pacifist bull is packed off to compete against a legendary 
matador and must decide whether he wants to be a gentle giant or live up 
to his fierce appearance in this adaptation of the popular children’s book

FERDINAND
28th April - 3pm Matinee

Animated Comedy Adventure  ·  108 mins  ·  UK  ·  2017

SATURDAYS 8pm
A second chance to catch blockbusters
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DOCUMENTARIES IN THE PARK:
A curated selection of excellent feature-length documentary films

CINEVANGELIST:
Amazing and underrated films of all genres that you’ve probably 
never heard of; the titles stay secret to preserve the surprises!

This hilarious yet authentic literary adaptation follows a manipulative 
widow deftly dancing between scandals in 18th Century England

(PERIOD COMEDY)
15th April

90 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: To Die For

Still numbed by tragedy, a man becomes paranoid that the dinner 
party hosted by his ex-wife and her partner has a hidden agenda

(PSYCHOLOGICAL HORROR)
29th April
100 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: Shutter Island

The widow of an acclaimed musician is struggling to write his 
biography when she encounters a brash writer penning his own

(ROMANTIC DRAMEDY)
1st April
105 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: Truly, Madly, Deeply

Ginger Baker reflects on his musical career, his own self-destructive 
patterns and his current life in a fortified South African compound

BEWARE OF MR BAKER
8th April

100 mins  ·  USA  ·  2012

Vanessa Redgrave takes over narration duties in the final film of the 
Robinson trilogy, a surrealist tour through the Oxfordshire countryside

ROBINSON IN RUINS
22nd April
101 mins  ·  UK  ·  2010

SUNDAYS 8pm
Alternate Cinevangelist / Documentaries
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